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The development of molecular wires or rods where photo-
active and electroactive termini are linked by large-size bridging
molecular units may open new paths in the field of storage and
utilization of light energy.1 In such types of molecular species,
it should in fact be possible to drive electron and/or energy
transfer processes over nanometer distances by the use of light.
This is an appealing perpective for the development of molecular
machineries,2 as well as for studies of the role played by
energetic and electronic factors within the framework of current
theories.3 In rigid rodlike species, the key role played by the
bridge is 2-fold, because (i) it gives the desired rigidity to the
molecular backbone by fixing the distance and, to a certain
extent, the relative orientation between the reacting centers and
(ii) it can contain different molecular subunits with either
conducting or isolating electronic properties. The latter point
is of importance in view of the tunability of the photoinduced
processes,1,2 and recent reports deal with the preparation of
molecular wires which include a great variety of bridges.4

Studies concerning the effect of temperature on electron
transfer processes occurring in homogeneous polar media have
demonstrated that electron transfer can be blocked in frozen
solvent, if the process is not exothermic enough.5 This may be
explained by the fact that solvent reorganization cannot take
place in rigid matrices, and the products are therefore energeti-
cally destabilized in comparison with the fluid case. Regarding
energy transfer, systematic studies on the effect of temperature
and state of the solvent are scarce,6 even if it has already been
noted that vitrification of the medium exerts a relatively small
influence on the energy transfer process.7

In this paper we show that energy transfer in a rodlike
dinuclear complex, (ttp)Ru(tpy-ph-bco-ph-tpy)Os(ttp)4+ (RuOs)
(Scheme I), is unaffected both by temperature and state of the
solvent{tpy ) 2,2′:6′,2′′-terpyridine, ttp) 4′-p-tolyl-tpy, ph
) 1,4-phenylene, bco) bicyclo[2.2.2]octane}.
In this species the coordination environment of both metals

consists of tpy-type tridentate ligands,8 and the spacer is a ph-
bco-ph fragment. The complex exhibits a rigid, linear geometry,
and the metal-to-metal distance is fixed at 2.4 nm.9

Visible light absorption of dilute solutions of the RuOs
complex10 at 490 nm produces Ru- and Os-based metal-to-ligand
charge transfer triplet excited states (3MLCT) in a 1:1 ratio,
and the Ruf Os energy transfer is thermodynamically allowed,
∆G° ) -0.26 eV.11 Energy transfer may be conveniently
monitored by comparing the Ru-based luminescence lifetime
in RuOs (τ) with that of the reference complex Ru(ttp)2

2+ (Ru)
(τo) (eq 1).12

We have therefore measured the Ru-based luminescence
lifetimes for the two complexes in butyronitrile, in the temper-
ature interval from 90 to 293 K (Figure 1). Our results can be
summarized as follows.
(i) High Temperature Behavior. At room temperature, the

Ru-based luminescent excited states of RuOs and Ru exhibit
the same lifetime value, 1.2 ns. For the dinuclear complex,
this indicates that the Ruf Os energy transfer is too slow (Vide
infra) to compete with intrinsic Ru-based deactivation.
(ii) Changes with Temperature. We have analyzed the

temperature dependent emission lifetime data for RuOs and Ru
according to eq 2.
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Scheme 1

ken) 1/τ - 1/τo (1)
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As shown by many investigations dealing with the photo-
physics of Ru-polypyridine complexes,A and ∆E are the
preexponential factor and the activation energy, respectively,
for thermal population of a metal-centered (MC) state which is
responsible for fast deactivation of the3MLCT luminescent
state.13,14 ko is a low-temperature limiting rate, and for Ru, it
includes the termB/{1 + exp[C(1/T - 1/TB)]},15 which takes
care of effects concerned with the glass-to-fluid transition region
of the solvent (TB ≈ 110 K, Figure 1). For (ttp)Ru(tpy-ph-
bco-ph-tpy)Os(ttp)4+ and Ru(ttp)22+ complexes,A was 1.9×
1012 and 1.8× 1012 s-1, respectively, and∆E was 1640 and
1600 cm-1, respectively. This indicates that for both complexes
and in the high temperature region, the lifetime of the Ru-based
excited state is governed by a kinetically similar deactivation
process which involves a MC state lying at practically the same
energy level.
(iii) Low Temperature Behavior. For RuOs atT< 200 K,

we ascribe the registered quenching of the Ru-based lumines-
cence (Figure 1) to a Ruf Os energy transfer process.
Evidence supporting this view comes from the observation that

quenching of the Ru-based luminescence is accompanied by
sensitization of the Os-based luminescence. Thus at 155 K
(fluid solvent), irradiation of RuOs atλ ) 490 nm, where a 1:1
excitation of the Ru- and Os-based chromophores is obtained,
resulted in an higher Os-based luminescence intensity compared
to the reference compound Os(ttp)2

2+ (>50% sensitization).
Likewise, from a previous study performed at 77 K in DMF/
CH2Cl2 9:1 (frozen solvent), the Os-based time-resolved lumi-
nescence of RuOs exhibited a double exponential behavior, with
a rise time (220 ns) that corresponded to the decay of the Ru-
based luminescence.9 Values forken, as calculated from eq 1,
are plotted in Figure 1 (bottom panel). For RuOs, the critical
temperature at which the Ru-based intrinsic deactivation and
Ru f Os energy transfer rates are identical isTc ) 184 K.
In conclusion, we have found that the Ruf Os energy

transfer rate in (ttp)Ru(tpy-ph-bco-ph-tpy)Os(ttp)4+ is 5.2× 106

s-1 ((20%) over the 200-90 K interval. Thus, energy transfer
is neither affected by temperature changes nor by the state of
the solvent, which isfluid atT > 110 K andfrozenbelow that
temperature.
The invariance ofken may be understood in the frame of

established models for electronic energy transfer, the exchange
(Dexter)16 and dipole-dipole (Förster)17 approaches. According
to the exchange mechanism, a very small temperature depen-
dence is expected if energy transfer is activationless,-∆G° )
λ, whereλ is the reorganization energy.3 In fact, in the present
case, estimates give∆G°) -0.26 eV11 andλ ) 0.2 eV.18 This
suggests that Ruf Os energy transfer in RuOs occurs in the
nearly activationless regime. According to the dipole-dipole
mechanism, the energy transfer rate can be calculated from
spectroscopic properties of the donor and the acceptor. We have
found that the spectral overlap integral17 between the emission
spectrum of the donor and the absorption spectrum of the
acceptor (on an energy scale) practically does not change with
temperature, being 9.7× 10-14 and 1.0× 10-13 cm3 M-1 at
room temperature and 77 K, respectively.19 Thus, the estimates
made show that the observed independence of the energy
transfer rate on temperature (Figure 1) is consistent with both
the exchange and dipole-dipole mechanistic models.
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Figure 1. Temperature dependence of the time-resolved luminescence
observed atλ ) 630-640 nm for Ru(ttp)22+ (Ru) and (ttp)Ru(tpy-ph-
bco-ph-tpy)Os(tpy)4+ (RuOs) (top) and of the rate of Ruf Os energy
transfer in RuOs (bottom), see text. Dotted curves on top panel were
obtained by fitting eq 2 to the experimental data points. The straight
line on bottom panel is the result of a linear least-squares fitting. The
glass-to-fluid temperature region of the butyronitrile solvent is centered
aroundTB ) 110 K.

1/τ ) A exp(- ∆E
RT) + ko (2)
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